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Animism And Luck

The Garden of Light, Panama -Tuesday March 5, 2019 
Initiation Congress

If God the Mother gives rules to the Essenes, it is because She believes 

that they are able to hear them and practice them. They should listen, stop asking 

questions and act.

God the Mother talks about a new animism, about being animist in the 

modern world, by seeing that everything is alive, that there are spirits around us, 

genies, a bigger world.

In this message, the Mother refers to something that happened in 2005 

and is mentioned in the Essene Bible: "Accept the gift that the Mother has given 

you through the four-leaf clover. (Raphael 40:3) The day before this psalm was 

The 19Th RuLe of God The moTheR
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given, an Essene who carried the Angel of luck had gone for a walk and found 

and collected a large quantity of four-leaf clovers. When he got back, he saw 

that there were enough for all the Essenes gathered for the celebration. Olivier 

Manitara then organized a ceremony to distribute them so that the luck was 

with the Essenes. And on other occasions, some Essenes have also found a 

large number of four-leaf clovers.

In addition, a long time ago, Olivier Manitara received the Bible of master 

Peter Deunov from one of his disciples, in which there were 7 four-leaf clovers, 

and in 2002, this plant was given to him as a totem plant by a higher world 

when he passed his initiation from the Sons of the Sun. The four-leaf clover is 

connected with the 4 letter Name of God and the Round of Archangels. It is 

used in particular by some on liturgical vestments.

For the rule the Mother refers to, see The 7th Rule of God the Mother, 

Transmission and Giving Birth, February 13, 2019.

Message froM god the Mother:

My 19th rule is: be an animist.

Throughout my teaching, I have wanted to explain to you, in a general way 

that truth and genuineness are a key that allow discovering who you are, finding 

yourself, taking off the masks, freeing yourself from illusions, from stereotypes, 

from the formatting that you carry in your life and governs you without your 

knowledge. Once this stage initiated, when you have awakened in what you 

are, in the purity of your essence, of your bodies and you are committed on 

the path of what is true, it is necessary that you nourish yourself with subtlety in 

your life.

Understand, I am not talking to you about higher worlds, but about what 

you are in the reality of the earth and the circle of your daily life.
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You are a human being on earth, you are part of this human kingdom; 

you have to live in harmony, communion, osmosis with the other kingdoms.

Before orienting yourself towards the higher kingdoms, you have to be 

in harmony with your own kingdom and with the kingdoms closest to you. This 

has to become obvious, clear, certain for you.

You cannot live and work while being alone, you have to be in union with 

your kind and the kingdoms that form and carry you.

Understand: you need to receive and carry luck in you.

In the word "luck," you put concepts, but it is not necessarily of what 

I am talking about. Luck means the elements that make up the kingdoms of 

the living nature, the invisible beings that inhabit these elements and that you 

do not necessarily perceive are with you and they support you, protect you. 

Understand that if these subtle worlds, which live and act in the elements, 

support you, you become lucky.

What is this luck? It is a fluid, a magnetism, a charm, a magical influence 

that makes you stable, calm, alert, lucid, strong, inspired in all situations. In 

all things, you receive the intelligence that knows and the strength that acts. 

There is an energy around you that makes what is negative unable to reach you 

and you accept events by understanding them, by being able to bring out the 

hidden wisdom. In this way, through wisdom, you modify your step in life.

If you live outside these elements, these living spirits, another magnetism 

will permeate you, breathe in you and around you. You will be touched, 

destabilized, weakened by the event. You will react to what is negative by losing 

your calm, your lucidity. You will not accept the situation, but you will stick up 

for yourself and become unable to perceive the hidden wisdom in order to 

change your step and direct the energy at work to your advantage.

Do you understand the teaching of luck?
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Do you understand why, years ago, you received the four-leaf clover that 

you transmitted to the holy congregation of the Essene Nation?

The Essene tradition is luck and aims to transmit luck.

Luck is a teaching, a discipline and a wise way of being.

Luck asks you to be in harmony with your kingdom and also with the 

lower, then higher kingdoms. It is a more collective life, it is a sharing, it is an art 

of living with subtlety by being aware that there are forces, intelligences, living 

spirits all around and also within and you have to be harmonious, respectful, 

just, conscious, alert, wise. There are forces and you must have the alliances, 

mutual support and respect for the laws of God, of the natural order.

There are some things you can do and others you cannot do because of 

luck, capital, alliances and respect.

To live with your luck means to be genuine and walk with respect. To lose 

your luck is to lose yourself and become either a beggar or a thief.

Luck is what makes you live; it is what protects you and takes care of 

you. If you lose your luck, you will have to forge alliances with the dark to try to 

survive in a world and a path that are foreign to you.

Luck always comes from the invisible spirits that are all around you and 

also in you and give your life a higher dimension, a magical aspect, alive, wise, 

sacred, joyful. These spirits give meaning, intelligence, consciousness, soul, 

strength, beauty to everything you do. If they are no longer there, everything 

loses its value, its charm, its magic.

I am not talking about an imaginary world that that would be foreign to 

your daily life, but rather the magic or lack of magic in the events that make up 

the progression of this life.
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If you want to develop this quality of life and reenchant the little things 

of your ordinary life, it is fundamental that you try to be genuine and real in 

every act of your life.

Do not let what is superficial, false, superfluous, troubled take part in 

your life.

In all, be satisfied with what is and look for the genuine, profound, true, 

simple.

Love living nature and be in awe.

Put yourself in nature’s wisdom and awaken your intelligence, the one 

that is inside you and must guide you from within.

There is an intelligence that speaks to you through your daily life. 

It speaks to you in your body, the strength of your will, your feelings, your 

thoughts, your consciousness, your destiny, your universal soul, and there is a 

divine intelligence.

Let yourself be inspired in the real, awaken yourself by striving to become 

better in your human kingdom.

Be stable in your body and flexible in your mind.

Flexibility allows you to receive the unknown and therefore, to discover 

and learn what is new.

Know that you are ready to awaken to more subtle, more alive, more 

magical worlds, but what closes you in and does not allow you to taste this 

luck are your own beliefs and above all, the weaknesses that stand at the door 

of the bodies that allow exchanges and alliances with other worlds, the other 

kingdoms and intelligences.

If the worlds of the weakness take over the doors, it materializes life and 

in this way extinguishes the subtle worlds and prevents luck from coming in and 

touching, awakening. Then you no longer have the ability to become an animist 
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and therefore, to live the magic, faery, enchantment. You are led into a dark 

world and you become simply a producer of projects that are not yours and can 

even be contrary to your destiny and your true being.

The dark worlds that steal the light cannot live except if man dogmatizes 

himself, encloses himself, cuts himself off from life and refuses to walk towards 

the unknown but wants to remain only in the semblance of the known. Such a 

man confines himself in his own convictions, weaknesses, fears, flaws.

Come to Me and rest on Me in order to open yourself to the magic that 

you are and free yourself from this weight, from this dark world.

Know that if you find negativity in yourself, it is not a fatality. You have the 

power to transform what is dark into silver and gold. Silver cleanses and gold 

shines in the indestructible wisdom.

Take yourself in hand now and do this work in this life. Understand that 

you can accomplish this in this life; so, do it.

I am not talking about others and about the world, I am talking about 

you and what you must accomplish.

You are initiated and therefore, you know.

You are in covenant with Me, you have received my sign and my presence 

and what you know is that you can change what is written inside you in order to 

transform your path and therefore, your future.

This concerns you and not others.

This work is for you and only for you and if you put yourself to work, a 

multitude of beings will come to help you, for you carry the sign of my Essene 

covenant on you.
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The weaknesses of your bodies belong to you in part from life to life, but 

they also include heredity and the transmission that I spoke to you about in one 

of my rules on the importance of transmission.

Today, your weaknesses are made up of 50% family and collective 

hereditary transmission.

Understand that you have been programmed, sown, influenced through 

suggestion, imprinted on without your will, in contradiction with your own 

being, without intelligence and consciousness in a way so that without your 

knowledge, you perpetuate a world that is not in conformity with what you 

are. So, the spirit of government and family has been degraded and tries to 

exist through you not to serve wisdom and the faery of life, but to turn off the 

lights and plunge you into weakness. Know that now you see it, you acquire the 

choice and therefore, the possibility of transforming it and taking back the reins 

of the magical forces that want to lead you to your true destiny.

If you come to my school and I become for you She who I am, then I tell 

you this dark world must stop with you and with every Essene who really wants 

it. If you really come towards Me through my initiation, I will show you. Do it and 

do it again until you open up clear conscious vision inside you.

If you see, you know.

If you know, you have a choice and you can act.

If you act, you undo what has been done, you become strong from the 

wisdom that appears, you free worlds and attract the luck that reenchants the 

world.

Be aware and awaken your consciousness in the Essene Nation. I am 

talking to you about the magical and subtle consciousness.

Let the dark end with you and not have the means to be transmitted in 

the future.
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You asked to know, you called the Light and you started walking towards 

it, so now the Light is there, it offers you knowledge and you cannot ignore 

it, refuse it. You have to accept the knowledge and set it in motion so that 

weakness is transformed into strength, wisdom, luck and that it can no longer 

be transmitted.

When you have freed these worlds, you will get your animist powers 

back, which will allow you to become naturally instinctive, inspired by the magic 

of the subtle, inhabited by the light that knows and by the strength that acts, 

you will be able to start using your own senses and intuitions to move forwards 

in life.

I am not saying that you will have the supreme knowledge, but you will 

know how to guide yourself and be in harmony with your own inner ray. You will 

be able to feel events before they even take shape on earth and so you will be 

able to act, correct and transform.

 
Lecture 2019-03-05  Be an Animist to Enter into the Magic of the Worlds
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The Essene is a being who considers that he is on earth to train 

himself, to model and ennoble his being and rise towards higher worlds 

of Light and wisdom.

The Essene Theological Academy was created following the 

need of the international Essene community to receive an education, 

a training on the principles of Essenism: the art of speech, meditation, 

breathing, nutrition, mastery of the thoughts and of the moods, the art 

of movement . . . It is an overall training of man - body, soul and spirit - 

that does not give a certificate, but that offers the keys to the mastery of 

the material world and to the awakening of consciousness.

Transmitted by Olivier Manitara, the manuscripts are available to 

all beings who wish to develop their full potential as human beings.

For the worship of the Light, the brotherhood of priests of the 

fourth step writes the courses, for they are the guardians of this sacred 

teaching. In addition to the written courses, they offer training sessions, 

where oral transmission allows a deeper and better integration of the 

Teaching. These trainings and courses are offered to the beings who 

have committed to the worship of the Light to be parents of God. They 

are an essential base for the practice of the Worship.

“No maN is great, 

for oNly god is great.

No religioN is higher thaN god, 

for the oNe religioN is the spouse of god.”


